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AUG 2 3 2uos 

RE: John Yarbrough, Complainant v. Kentucky Utilities 
Company, Defendant- Case No. 2004-00189  

Dear MS. 0"Donnell: 

A week ago, K.U. representative Donnie Mills came out to my 
house to ask me some questions and to reiterate the K.U. position 
about my electrical damage and the cause. Mr. Mills, as boss 
over K.U. lineman Perry Utley who repaired my electrical service 
at issue on November 29, told me Mr. Utley's statement was that 
he didn't find a disconnected splice or replace a splice on 
my neutral wire. I repeated that I saw the splice, that night, 
that K . U .  linemen Kennith Laffoon and Jeff Brinkley had installed 
in approximately 1 9 9 8  and it had definitely pulled loose that 
night and that Mr. Utley had most certainly replaced it, in 
spite of any records to the contrary. 

We looked around under the leaves and mulch under the wire and 
found the splice that had been left. Mr. Mills inspected it 
and determined that the wire had indeed pulled out of one side 
of the splice adwas cut on the other side and conceded that 
my account of events must be correct. He asked if he could keep 
the splice but I refused,thinking I may need the evidence, but 
I offered to seal it in a baggie with tape that he could initial. 
He called later that night to tell me that he had relayed our 
agreed account of the incident to Ann Westmeyer at Risk 
Management and that she would contact me soon. I haven't heard 
from her yet so I thought it would be prudent to put these facts 
on record for you. 

If I had known my account of the splice having been pulled out 
and of being replaced by K . U .  lineman Utley, was in dispute 
or had I received his account when I specifically asked for 
it in my June 15, 2 0 0 3  letter to MS. Westmeyer at Risk 
Management, I might have been able to prove this fact a year 
ago and save a lot of time and work. 

Ironically, one if the first thinks Mr. Mills said when he got 
here was that when this is over he would like to replace the 
porcelain house knob that holds my service to my house because 
it isn't very strong. I said that this was precisely my point, 
that if K.U.'s splice came loose before pulling this weak house 




